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Turnovers doom Falcons, 28-21
Scott Brown
The BC News
Louisiana Tech took advantage
of a record-setting night of futility by the Falcon football team
and shocked Bowling Green,
28-21 Thursday night in front of
22,222 at Perry Stadium.
The Falcons turned the ball
over seven times in the contest,
six of them on interceptions
thrown by 3rd-year quarterback
Ryan Henry.
The six picks broke a 10-yearold school record and easily
made for the worst game of Henry's otherwise stellar career.
Coach Gary Blackney credited
the Louisiana Tech defense.
"It was a combination of
things,'' Blackney said. "I don't
think you can blame Ryan
Henry."
Henry finished lSof-35 in the
game for 250 yards and two
touchdowns along with the halfdozen interceptions.
"[Tech] really didn't do anything that surprised us," Henry
said. "I can't offer any excuses. I
just wasn't on tonight and
whatever excuse you may offer, I
did not play like I should have tonight and nobody's sorrier about
that than I am.
"I felt like I let the team down
tonight, but we're just going to
bounce back." The Bulldogs' Willie Smith had three of the six
interceptions, the most by a Tech
player since 1981.
"Turnovers were the key to
Louisiana Tech coming away
with the win," Tech coach Joe
Raymond Peace said. "We were
the luckiest."
The Bulldogs, after falling behind 14-7 midway through the
third quarter, scored 21 straight
points to get the win.
Louisiana Tech took the lead
for good with 11:22 to go in the
game on a 14-yard Jason Martln-

to-Josh Bradley connection, finishing a 92-yard drive.
Henry, who had been pulled in
favor of Derek Kidwell the previous series, came back in after
the go-ahead touchdown and
promptly threw his fifth interception of the night
The Bulldogs took advantage,
slamming the door shut when
Terence Wilson caught a 2-yard
score to widen the gap to 14
points.
Bowling Green drove to the
goal line on its next possession,
but Henry's sixth and final interception closed the books.
Scott Thompson caught a
37-yard score from Henry with
24 seconds to go, but it was too
little, too late
"I took [Henry] out of the game
just to take a little bit of pressure
off of him," Blackney said. "Just
so he could sit down and relax."
It was a typical season opener,
with each team making more
than their share of mistakes. But
it was the Falcons' that proved to
be the most plentiful - and the
costliest.
"A lot of that reason is Louisiana Tech," Blackney said.
Their coaches put together a
fine game plan and their kids
executed that game plan with a
lot of enthusiasm."
The two teams exchanged
scores midway through the third
period before the Bulldogs took
charge in the fourth.
Michael Parker rumbled 16
yards on a 4th-and-l to key the
Falcons' go-ahead score in the
third. Parker's run took the ball
down to the four, and two plays
later Davis did the honors form
Tkc BC NmUn Rutack
one yard out.
Bowling Green looked to have
a spark after leading in the game Falcon linebacker Chris Burton (40) and loseguard Dave Bruhowzkl carries with one touchdown. Bowling Green lost its season opener lor
for the first time, but Louisiana (90) wrap up Louisiana Tech running back Jason Armstrong In the the third straight season. They will attempt to get back on track next
Tech came back with a key first half of last night's 28-21 loss to the Bulldogs at Doyt L. Perry Sta- Saturday when they visit Big Eight foe Missouri.
dium. Armstrong led the Bulldogs' attack by gaining 132 yards on 23
See TURNOVERS, page eight.

Citadel case to continue
The Associated Press
CHARLESTON, S.C. - The
next woman who wants to march
in the all-male corps at The Citadel is a military academy student and star athlete who has a
brother in the college and a
father who is an alumnus.
Nancy Mellette, a 17-year-old
senior at a North Carolina military boarding school, is asking to
Intervene in the Shannon Faulkner case, according to federal
court papers filed Thursday by
lawyers who also represented
Ms. Faulkner In her quest to become a cadet

Woman asks federal court
for admittance to academy
Ms. Mellette wants to join The
Citadel In the fall of 1996.
"I think she could do the physical part of it ... but I'm not too
sure how they would treat her,"
Katherine Mellette, her twin sister, said outside the family home
in suburban Columbia.
Her mother, Connie, said she
admired her daughter for "having the courage to even try to
take this step."

would fight Ms. Mellette's bid
"Obviously they're very adept
at public relations," he said of the
women's lawyers. They've taken a bath in public relations and
they've gotten a new and ImMs. Faulkner fought a 2 proved model."
Ms. Mellette is a second lieu1/2-year court battle to become a
cadet at the state-supported mili- tenant in the Oak Ridge Military
tary college. She became ill dur- Academy corps of cadets, court
ing the day of rigorous training papers said. She is on the crossknown as "hell week" and quit country, track, basketball and
five days later, saying the stress softball teams.
Lawyer Val Vojdik originally
of the court battle and her isolation at the college threatened her said two women wanted to join
the corps, but she said only one is
health.
South Carolina Attorney Gen- pursuing the matter for now. She
eral Charles Condon said he would not elaborate.

Ito rules on Fuhrman tapes
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES -In a major
blow to the defense in the final
days of its case, 0J. Simpson's
judge ruled Thursday that jurors
can hear just two of 41 Instances
in which Detective Mark Fuhrman uses a racial epithet for
blacks.
Superior Court Judge Lance Ito
ruled the defense can play two
excerpts for jurors in which
Fuhrman says the word "nigger."
Fuhrman testified earlier at
Simpson's murder trial that he
hadn't used the word In the past

decade. The tapes were made
from 1985 to 1994.
But the Judge barred the defense from offering any statemenu Fuhrman made about
police misconduct, mostly on
grounds the statements are too
Inflammatory and the defense
had failed to prove the incidents
actually happened
Ho also refused to let the defense play statements In which
Fuhrman describes himself as a
"key witness in the biggest ease
of the century".
Ito ruled North Carolina
screenwritlng professor Laura

"The court finds the probative value of the
remaining examples to be substantially and
overwhelmingly outweighed by the danger of
undue prejudice.
Uncelt0
Superior Court judge
Hart McKlnny, who recorded the
tapes for a screenplay project,
can testify mat Fuhrman used
the word "nigger" in a disparaging manner 41 times during the
interviews.
But he said only two excerpts

>

from the tapes can be played •
"The court finds the probative
value of the remaining examples
to be substantially and overwhelmingly outweighed by the
danger of undue prejudice," Ito
said.

fourth Olorid's
Conference
on Ulomen
Conference to
globally assess
women's rights
Andrea Wood
The BC News
The Fourth World Conference on Women will evaluate recent
efforts of the United Nations to ensure the advancement of
women beginning on Sept. 4.
The U .N. is the highest intergovernmental body for the formulation and appraisal of policy, including the rights of women.
The first conference took place during International Women's
Year in Mexico City in 1975.
That conference gave birth to the United Nations Decade for
Women and began an official and international effort to bring
about change on behalf of the world's women.
The second conference occurred in Denmark In 1980, where a
plan of action was created for the second half of the Decade for
Women.
<
Achievements and obstacles encountered during the Decade
See CONFERENCE, page three.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
Are we in college? Yes. Can we read? We would hope
so. So why do professors insist on reading the syllabi to us? Ifs anyone's guess. Our theory: they did a
little too much parrying over the summer and a creative
first-day plan just wasn't an option.
Residents of Frazee Avenue Apartments have been
awakened at the crack of dawn several days this week by
the sounds of nail guns, radios and assorted power tools
as roofers worked overhead. The city seems to be conducting an elaborate social experiment involving apartment residents who live north of campus: line the streets
with bulldozers and cut off every conceivable escape
route. Then create as much noise as possible until the
trapped rats begin plotting against one another.
Car-owning freshman are quickly discovering the joy
of making a daily pilgrimage to cars parked in Lot 99, or
whatever it's called. If a horse or camel is not available,
make sure to take a flask of water and a sack lunch to
avoid seeing some sort of mirage. If you spot a giant
oasis surrounded by palm trees, rub your eyes and continue through the shifting sands of Alumni Drive.
• •*
Why is it that non-revenue sports athletes are required
to perform menial tasks at every football game? You
don't see basketball and hockey athletes teaming up to
tackle lockerroom cleaning duties after swim meets, so
why are women's softball players and pomerettes stuck
hawking programs and escorting people to the restrooms at home football games?
• **
New freshman need to learn a few lessons about
cafeteria etiquette. While it may be convenient to create
mile-high stacks of trays overflowing with juice, ketchup, syrup and other assorted goo, have a little sympathy for the poor, minimum-wage earning slob who has
to shovel through that mess to separate sticky knives
and forks.
***
Once again the infamous Brother Jed paid a visit to the
University campus to preach about the eternal torments
of the fiery bowels of hell. Entertaining? Yes. Is he converting many sinners? Doubtful. Jed's hate-ridden
backwoods brand of "fire and brimstone" evangelism
probably isn't the best way to reach students, but year
after year his visits serve as a great place to hang out
with friends between classes.
***
Have all professors bought stock shares in the bookproducing industry or are they just expanding the
amount of required books because they're so concerned
about literacy?
Copyright O 1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any nutieral in
this publication without the permission of the BO News is strictly prohibited
The BO News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesday's in the
summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or University administration.. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and etters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be 200-300 words long, typed
and include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation.
if any. The BO News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors
in stories or photograph descriptions.
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Cat Casanova condomless
Earlier thla week, my roommates and I were passing the
time and a bottle of 80 proof vodka when an Intruder charged
into our apartment, plopped
down on the living room floor and
proceeded to have babies.
That's right a pregnant cat
chose our apartment to give birth
to its young.
Needless to say, our attention
immediately shifted from the
bottom of the bottle to the underbelly of the pregnant feline
sprawled out behind our economy package of corn nuts.
I was In love.
"Guys, It's a sign from God," I
exclaimed as the cat turned our
humble abode Into it's own little
maternity ward
My roommate, Rob, was less
convinced
"I don't care If It's the Virgin
Mary mother cat, It's not leaving
Its placenta on our carpet."
"We're witnessing the miracle
of llfel"
"We're witnessing the beginning of an alergy attack," he said
as his throat began to swell shut.
Meanwhile, our furry little
matriarch was beginning to regret its decision to visit our
basement apartment.
"Hey you! You with the two
nipples," the cat thought. "Howzabout a little privacy here."
"Shouldn't we be doing breathing exercises?" I said as our
neighbor girls came down to see
what all the ruckus was about.
"Where's the father?"
"Another single mom, I bet it
expects us to support it," Rob
said. "You know, we're not a

Actually the cat birthing thing
halfway house for wayward
really did happen. And it really
pets."
"Back off, Newt," I rebutted
did scare me. Bad
I'm tempted to sit here and be"Boys, uh, boys, why don't you
go outside and smoke a cigar or come Ronnie Reservoir Tip, safe
something?" our makeshift 'mid- sex champion. I could climb up
wife' said. "All it needs is a box, a on my high Trojan and tell you
that I'm the most responsible Idd
on the sperm block And tell you
that I've always procured a profalactlc before wading knee deep
in the Hairy Himalayas.
But unfortunately, that's not
true. So I found myself In a moral
quagmire. I found myself using
the word quagmire in a sentence.
It was kind of cool.
I mean, I don't even like condoms. They smell bad, feel worse
and generally Just suck But, as
the cat taught me, they smell a
hell of lot better than the little
bundles of joy squirming around
on our living room floor.
And I like abstinence even less.
Folks who say sex isn't worth dying for don't have to sit idle for
six months while bagels begin to
look like more than Just a tasty
blanket and a quiet place to pass treat
Besides, at the crucial moment,
it's young"
And she was right. We left the no one really believes they're gocat alone and later that night, our ing to die from sex I'm sure Alnew pet, "Alloysius" gave birth loysious' brief courtship didn't
to four kittens - two live and two include a talk about four drunken
Idiots trying to deliver her newdead.
boms.
The live ones are much cuter.
I bet it went more like this: One
In the morning, the previous
night's events started me think- night she was sitting behind the
ing: What did It all mean? Was it a dumpster preparing herself for
chance occurrence? Did God another Saturday evening of lickIntervene to teach us a lesson? ing herself at home. Then, all of a
Have I Just made this whole story sudden, from behind a milk crate
up because I couldnt think of an- appeared a strapping, young bull .
other beginning for a column on tiger with a "big meow."
They got ahold of some "distilsafe sex?

led milk," and one thing led to
another.
"Wanna rub whiskers?" Alloysious asked cutting to the chase.
"All right, but I gotta warn you,
baby, you may not land on your
feet," he said giving Ally a wink.
They didn't think about protection anymore than anyone else
would. And the results were
these little bundles of Joy
squirming around on our carpet.
I love kids. But not now.
And the worst part is, for all
the safe sex banter, a lot of people still use no more protection
than the average cat. More students have condom-less sex at
this University than Tyson had
during his stay at the gray bar
motel.
Well, maybe not, but you get
the picture.
Anyway, the cat incident .
caused me to think about a lot of
things.
|
Maybe abstinence is the answer. Maybe I should Join a
group and march in favor of
stopping unprotected sex. Maybe
I should go out right now and buy
a family sized pack of condoms.
Or maybe next time we should
Just drink with the door closed.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The BG News. If you
need a kitten, e-mail him now.
Questions, comments and concerns can be sent to Joe at jpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
NATO should be Sale's success
benefit to Link
more involved
On August 28, National Public
Radio reported that a shell exploded in a market place In Sarajevo killing dozens of children,
women and elderly. U.N. Investigators concluded that the attack came from Bosnian Serb positions. Exactly about the same
incident occurred there last year,
which motivated the hereto dormant NATO allies to dropping a
few bombs at the Serb positions.
The Serb aggression in Bosnia,
on the whole, has remained unchecked since then. Four years
earlier to punish Sadam Hussein's aggression In Kuwait the
United States and Its allies
waited for a total of six months
and bombed Iraq extensively,
thereby r—"«"»»''g the citizens
and leaving Bad am Hussein In
power. The war In Bosnia bat
been going on for more than
three years and also the Serb aggression and the crimes against
humanity. The superpowers are
too disinterested or too "cowardly" to do much about it. The
reason Is obvious; the superpowers do not have any economic
Interest in Bosnia like they had In
the Gulf four years ago.
It la horrifying to realize the
values and the principles of the
superpowers. It makes me question my role as a human being or
a citizen of the world that I Just
have to get use to listening to reports of shWIff ffxpkyifliig In market places year after year.
Dr.SadiaMahmud
Department of Applied Statistics
and Operations Research

On behalf of the link's staff
and volunteers, I would like to
express our appreciation of the
community's overwhelming support of our first annual Link Yard
Sale held August 25 and 26. Because of the many valuable donations received from the community, the work of the volunteer
yard sale committee members,
the Link staff, and the generous
community shoppers, we were
able to raise over $750.00 which
will be used to benefit the Link's
24 Hour Crisis Hotline and Victims Advocacy Program. Specifically, the money raised will be
used for food and temporary
housing for people in need, as
well as for Victims Compensation filing fees.
We would like to express a special thanks to the Link's Yard
Sale co-sponsors, Fast Company
and BG Balloons, in addition to
those businesses who donated
raffle items. Also, I wo Id like to
express my personal and heartfelt thanks to the WaUack and
Lawn families for their extensive
talent In sales and generous donations.
Without the support of the
community this sale would not
have been possible. The community has once again shown Its
support of the Link and the services it provides. Please accept
our gratitude and thanks for you
current and future support.
Kara Jennings
Program Assistant
Victims AdvocMrv.Pmeram

1

OJ trial idealism
runs rampant
The end of summer has
brought us to Bowling Green, to
classes, to new dorms or apartments to live In and more of the
OJ Simpson saga. What Is the
case really about? Geraldo
Rivera claims It is about everything, that the case is about race,
about politics, about Justice,
about economics, etc...And then
there is the other view, that the
case is about nothing. I for one
And the case to be about the
greatest of virtues - entertainment
It is reasonably safe to suggest
that most Americans, and certainly most people that I have
come In contact with, have
already decided whether or not
OJ Simpson Is guilty and few
plan on waiting for the verdict to
know that Justice has been
served The verdict Is not about
whether or not OJ Simpson
committed the crime, whether or
not he received a fair trial or
anything else related to Justice.
The verdict Is about us, our
views, "Ah, hah! I told you it was
going to be a mistrial. Now
where's my twenty bucks you
owe me?" Of course, there are
still some Idnallsm prone lawyers
running around "OJ Is innocent
until proven guilty*' but they're
lawyers and thus, we cannot take
their views too seriously.
What Is so great about the trial
Is not that OJ is being tried with
possible life Imprisonment but
rather, Marcla Clark's latest
hairdo, Robert Shapiro's five
thousand dollar suits, Kato Kaolin's Idiocies, and Jay Leno's
"r»—««*.Itos." And that Is the

beauty of what a couple of mur-.
ders can lead to. Yes folks, death '
does beget fun for all.
And what about OJ Simpson?
Do any of us really believe that
be even exists? No, no, no. OJ
Simpson Is that guy with the dazzling smile on TV, OJ Simpson
was the first man to rush for over
a thousand yards In a season, OJ
Simpson the movie star, OJ Simpson who's football cards have
doubled in value and OJ Simpson,
the good looking guy who rents
Hertz automobiles when he travels, Heck, he doesn't even have a
real name like Bob or Mike, he Is
a breakfast beverage, be is
"Simpson Brand Orange Juice."
OJ has left the realm of the real
and has passed over into a symbol. He Is beyond reality, he is on
television. Everyone knows TV
Isnt real Often, when I was a
Idd my mother would lecture,
"Paul David you cant do that,
that only happens en TV." And
me same Is true with OJ.
So fret not over what it all
means or doesnt mean. You dont
live In Brentwood, or know
anyone as good looking as Nicole
or OJ Simpson because If you did
chances are you wouldn't be
watching or reeding this right
now for that matter. So the next
time Darden sod Shock are getting fined feel free to laugh, but
If you forget, dont worry, there
will be plenty of re-runs.
Paul D. Petrus, Jr.
Senior
Philosophy/Creative Writing
Major

*
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Electric Falcon on
television

The Electric Falcon, The
University's electric race
car, wfllbe featured tonight
in a national broadcast on
the Prime Sports cable network.: !;;
The hour long special will
be broadcast at 8 p.m. It will
examine the two-year-old
collegiate racing program
in Which more than a dozen
colleges and universities
are competing.
The program follows various schools as they prepare
for. the second annual
Cleveland Electric Formula
Classic, which took place on
July 22. The race was part
of the annual Cleveland
Grand PrU festivities.
The Electric Falcon and
the faculty and students
who built the car will be
featured. A two-person
video crew was at the University recently to shoot
close-ups of the car and
conduct interviews.
Around here, the program
can be seen on SportsChannel Ohio (Channel 34 on the
Wood Cable-Comm system).
The program will be repeated at least three times
in September.
The Electric Falcon was
built by faculty and students. The open-wheel, Indy
car is 77 Inches wide, 163
inches long and weighs
under 2700 pounds.
Other schools featured in
the racing series include
Case Western Reserve,
Ohio University, Ohio State
University and Wright State
University.

Movies on campus

Fans of classic movies
will have two to choose
from this weekend. On Friday, The Gish Film Theater
will present "The Lost
Weekend," then on Saturday, Gish will present
' "Queen Christina."
"The Lost Weekend,"
stars Ray MUland and was
directed by Billy Wilder. An
Academy Award-winner for
Best Picture, Best Director,
Best Actor and Best
Screenplay, It was one of
the first films to take a serious look at alcoholism.

Away games this
weekend '

'■:'. The University soccer
and volleyball teams kick
off their seasons with away
games.
i. The soccer team journeys
to Akron to play New
Hampshire in the Akron
Children's Hospital Classic.
The game begins at S p.m.
The volleyball team participates in the Michigan
State Invitational this
weekend.
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Singh's car and two other vehiBomb causes death of cles
were ripped apart in the
blast. Most of the dead were
13 in India
Singh's armed guards, and their
mutilated bodies were flung all
CHANDIGARH, India - A
powerful bomb blew up the car of over the concrete porch of the
the chief minister of the northern state secretariat building, police
state of Punjab today, killing him and witnesses said.
Singh's car was guarded by
and 12 others outside the
members of an elite commando
government headquarters.
team and It was not known how
No one immediately claimed
responsibility, but suspicion fell the bomb was planted.
There was confusion about the
on Sikh militants. Chief Minister
death toll, with police frequently
Beant Singh crushed a decadelong uprising by Sikh separatists revising their estimate. Police
chief K.P.S. Gill told a nighttime
after he took office three years
news conference that 13 people
ago.
were killed and 16 people were
Singh, 73, was getting into his
hospitalized with injuries.
bulletproof car outside the
10-story state government headThe bomb went off as an estiquarters building in the capital,
Chandigarh, when the bomb went mated 15,000 people were preparing to leave the building in the
off, Information Secretary S.S.
Dawra told The Associated Press. evening and it caused panic.

tflMt

Depositors crowd at the teller counter at the Klzu credit Union In Osaka, Western Japan, to draw out
their money following an order from the Osakl Pref ectural government to halt its banking operation*.
The nation's largest credit union has been in trouble because of the huge amount of non-performing
loans.

VIDEO SPECTRUM
SUNDAY'S LABOR DAY SPECIAL
NEW RELEASE MOVIES RENT FOR 2 DAYS
$2.49 EACH OR 3 FOR $6.00
RENT ON SUNDAY * RETURN ON TUESDAY

GENERAL TITLES :

5

$5.00

FOR

BOWLING GREEN'S LARGEST SELECTION OF MOVIES!!!
112 E.WASHINGTON ST. 352-4171

CONFERENCE
Continued from page one.

for Women were discussed at
the third conference in Nairobi,
Kenya in 1985. Further goals
were also a part of the third conference.
While women have gained
strides toward global recognition, the Fourth World Conference will address recent steps
back, including increased violence against women and sexual
harrassment, according to Gertrude Mongella, secretarygeneral of this year's conference.
Mongella, who's from the
United Republic of Tanzania,
said preparations for the conference are well under way.
Five regional preparatory
meetings took place in Jakarta,
Indonesia; Mar del Plata, Argentina; Vienna, Austria; Amman,
Jordan; and Dakar, Senegal, according to the secretariat.
These regional meetings are
important for asseawlng key Issues for women on a regional
basis, and each region adopted a
plan of action, according to the

secretariat.
An excerpt from the African
Platform for Action adopted by
Africa's Fifth Regional Conference states, "... Recognizing that
there can be no equality and development without peace and
that peace can only be achieved
with the full Involvement of
women..."
Ellen Berry, director of the
University's Women's Studies
Department, said the international aspect of the conference is
important.
"One thing that is valuable
about the conference is that It
puts the concerns of American
women into context," Berry said.
"Maybe it will make Americans
think of themselves in relation to
relative privilege."
Suzanne Crawford, dean of
Continuing Education at the University, will be attending the
Conference in Beijing.
Hillary Clinton Is attending the
Conference on behalf of the U.S.

FREE
MOVIE!

RENT A NEW RELEASE
OR GENERAL TITLE MOVIE
AT REGULAR PRICE AND
GET A GENERAL TITLE FREE,)

GOOD SEPT
•1»2*3*4*
ONE COUPON
PER VISIT

BvtfJMtV.V.

Attention Off-Campus Students!
Your Local Off-Campus address and telephone number
will be printed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change form below to provide
Off-Campus residence and telephone number only.
To assure proper Inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

Tuesday,
Septembers, 1995
5:00 p.m.
■

Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local Address change form to the
Office of Registration and Records, 110 Administration Building
or drop off the form at one of the sites listed below.
Drop Locations:
University Union Information Desk
Off-Campus Student Center
Library Circulation Desk
Campus Bookstore
Administration Bldg, 1st Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records
Off-Campus Housing

Off-Campus Local
Usa that torn only U OK Campus Local Address Change or Comctton is raouirad.
Contact ma On-Campus Housing Offcs to changa rasioanca hat or Qraak unit address

I I I I I

BELIEVE IT 0B NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CUSS.
Excitement and adventure is the
course description, and Army ROTC is
the name. Its the one college elective
that builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential

and helps you take on the challenges of
command.
There's no obligation until your
junior year, so there's no reason not to
try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST coma mm TOO cut TUB.
For details, vist Captain Greg Boisseau,
151 Memorial Hall, or call 372-2476
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Group supports Jewish
students at University
Andrea Wood
The BG News
Hillel begins the year with new goals and plans
to provide support and activities for Jewish and
non-Jewish students on campus.
According to Alan Mostiv, senior English major
and former president of Hillel, the organization
has existed for at least two decades.
"Recently we've had a lot of ups and downs,"
Mostiv said. Using advertising efforts and word of
mouth, attempts are being made to strengthen
membership.
Melissa Pogir, junior CB—MBlOgttOM disorders
major, is this year's president of Hillel.
"We really want to provide support for Jewish
students on campus,'' Pogir said.
According to Pogir and Mostiv, Hillel is the college branch of B'nai B'rith, an International Jewish
federation. The B'nai B'rith Youth Organization

Check it out

provides services and support for Jewish high
school students.
The University's Hillel works in conjunction
with Jewish organizations in Toledo and Flndlay as
well.
"This year we're looking at community programa," Mostiv said.
"A lot of our members have expressed a desire
to do [community service]," Pogir added.
Hillel is planning a Shabbat, which Is equivalent
to a dinner on the Sabbath Mostiv said the event
will be open to the community.
Hlllel's monthly meetings will be used to plan
activities including Holocaust remembrances,
volunteer service programs, and support for students who wish to celebrate holy days such as Yom
Klppur and Rosh Hashana.
Pogir said transportation has been arranged for
See HIUEl, page five.
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A combination of skylights and shadows creates a new perspective In the Fine Arts Building.

Dean says research necessary
Jay Young
The BG News
It Is the part of the Job faculty
do outside the classroom. Most
undergraduates never see it
done, but without it much of the
information found In the classroom would not be available.
One of the larger battles being
fought in higher education today
is a university's cry to the public
about the need for research.
State legislators question (he
amount of funding when it starts
to look like the research results
fail to help students In the classroom.
CJ. Cranny, College of Arts
and Sciences dean, said research
and teaching go hand in hand.
'1 think our basic mission here
at Bowling Green is undergrade-

Faculty claim outside work
a part of quality instruction
ate teaching, but I think research
is part of that mission," Cranny
said. "There is a view that since
our main mission is teaching we
should be paying people for
teaching, and we shouldn't be
paying them for doing research
But it la awfully hard to draw the
line between what is teaching
and what's research."
Graduate College Dean Louis
Katzner said without the faculty
research students lose of lot of
quality education.
"Knowledge develops, understanding grows over time and
people who are not Incorporating
those developments in what they

teach are not fully doing their
Job," Katzner said. "I think it's a
misconception to think that faculty's teaching and commitment
to students suffers because they
are off doing research I see the
two reinforcing each other."

for the most part, that the best
teachers at the University are
the best scholars," Katzner said
Cranny said research Is an expectation in the College of Arts
and Sciences.
"We expect some expression of
scholarship from every faculty
member on the campus, and we
expect this to be reflected in
their teaching," Cranny said.

One of the most difficult things
Katzner said students will get when it comes to research Is sellthe most from instructors com- ing the need to the public, acmitted to research
cording to Cranny.
"I believe that the quality of in"It's a hard message to deliver
struction is improved by having to the general public that we're
faculty who are dedicated to not in the answer business at unresearch and teaching."
iversities, we're in the question
business," Cranny said. "That's
"It has been my experience. what research is."
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City, BGSU trade streets New faces join force
Cemetery
entrance
moved due
to change
Amy Johnson
The BC News
The city and University
traded ownership of two
streets recently while moving
the entrance of Oak Grove
Cemetery from Ridge Street to
Merry Avenue.
University ownership of
Merry Avenue was traded with
the city for Ridge Street,
where construction of a new
underground service runnel is

in progress, Public Utilities director Bill Biair said.
"The trade gave the dry of
Bowling Green a street to build
a cemetery entrance not located in the middle of a university campus," Biair said. The
service runnel is tied to a tunnel on Wlllard Avenue and runs
from Eppler North to the Student Services Building.
Bob Waddle, director of University capital planning, said
the tunnel contains steam lines,
electrical power lines and
other equipment that will improve communication between
the east and west sides of campus.
"The service tunnel is a
major upgrade of maintenance
that enhances the ability of
communication along the cam-

pus," Waddle said.
The addition of the service
tunnel was a final step to decide a more than 20-year-old
agreement between the city
and the University to trade the
two streets.
"There was a problem with
the cemetery entrance being in
the middle of campus, because
funerals [were] being Interrupted with the activity of
classes letting out at the same
time as the funeral," Waddle
said.
The new entrance to the
cemetery is now located on
Merry Avenue, with the sidewalk along Ridge Street being
the roof to the service tunnel.

Programs get grants
The Link, prosecutor's office
collaborate to assist victims
Jim Barker
The BC News
Two local victim assistance
programs received grants from
the Ohio Attorney General's office this past weekend.
The Link and the Wood County
Prosecutor's office obtained
funds to allow greater collaboration between the two facilities.
A new victim coordinator is
expected to be implemented using the $21,541.68 donated to the
prosecutor's office. The coordinator's Job will be to help felony victims understand the Judicial process and deal with any
emotional problems.
Wood County Prosecutor Alan
R Mayberry said the grant will
help his office handle contact
with victims.
"We're really the ones that
have probably the greatest contact with victims of felony
crimes in Wood County," he said.
"There are I dont know how
many prosecutor's offices across
Ohio that have victim programs."
The victim coordinator will act
as a victim's guide through the
legal process, Mayberry said.

"This first [coordinator] will
serve as a liason working with
the victims," he said. "If the victim's attorney is not available,
the coordinator would keep victims informed about their cases
and answer any questions they
might have about the system."
"The coordinator will not provide legal advice," Mayberry
said. "That is for an attorney. But
[the coordinator] would certainly
come to know the court system
and what happens in a criminal
case. So he or she can advise
people of what's going to happen."

the Ohio Attorney General's Office Crime Victim Assistance
Program.
Julie Broadwell, director of
victim-survivor services, said
the grant money will be put directly Into The Link's victim advocacy program.
"The victim advocacy program
is a part of The Link, funded
mostly by grants," she said.
"[The Crime Victim Assistance
Program] is a big pot of money,
and lots of places are submitting
grants. The money received by
The Link goes directly toward
our victim's program." Broadwell said The Link collaborated
with the prosecutor's office to
ensure a successful grant application.

Mayberry said that, since word
of the grant was Just received
last weekend, the search for candidates had not yet begun.
"We got word of [the grant]
this weekend, so we haven't
started that process yet," he said.
"The person who has been doing
this on sort of an ad hoc basis and
I have started to talk about a Job
description."
The Link, 31S Thurstin st,
received a seperate grant from

City police hire officers for upcoming year
Joe Boyle
The BG News
A half-dozen new faces will
Join the Bowling Green Police
Division this year.
Police Chief Galen Ash said
three new officers will soon be
hitting the
streets to begin
field training
with the division, while
three others
will be attending classes at
the Ohio State
Highway Patrol Academy.
The process
of selecting new officers has
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"Our emphasis is on service.
We want the best people to serve
the people," Ash said. "These
people have wanted to serve as
policemen for years."

The Buckeye Room

You can fly at BGSU as an elective or as a
degree program. To schedule a tour of the
flight school or see an advisor call Nancy
at 372-2870.

Express

The motivation Ash hopes the
new officers will display would
be a service to the community, he
said.

students who wish to celebrate about religious organizations group from Hillel getting
holy days such as Yarn Kippur that they recruit. We dont re- together to celebrate simicruit," Pogir said.
larlties. and differences," Mosti v
and Rosh Hashana.
"It's usually a matter of a said.
Pogir said transportation has
been arranged for students who
wished to attend holy day celebrations in Toledo.
Hi 1 lei is also involved in opposing anti-Semitic activities in
Bowling Green and other Northis now...
west Ohio communities.
"I got involved my freshmen
year when the Nazi Party was
circulating materials on campus," Mosti v said.
Hillel also participated in the
Ku Klux Klan protest last summer In Bowling Green.
While Hillel upholds Jewish
^^^_ Sun'til 10pm
tradition and ideals, organizers
hope the religious backbone will
not discourage members.
"There's a big misconception

atBGSU

•photographers.

"Some want to be federal
agents, but if they dont want to
go up the ranks, I'd worry," he
said. "They ail have different
ideas now, but their Ideas will
change dramatically."

HILLEL

Have you ever thought of becoming a
professional pilot or just learning to
fly for fun?

•copy editors,
•reporters,

ing me to Ohio State Highway Patrol Academy."
Ash said he is pleased with the
type of people the division hired.

Continued from page four.

Learn to Fly

is I10W Wring

spanned the summer, during
which police conducted extensive background checks, Ash
said. The candidates also took
agility and other tests.
"We put 60-plus percent on
background checks," he said.
The new officers are Dan Mancuso, Fred Schnee, Brian Chapman, Fred Freeman, Paul Tyson
and Mark Hanson.
While all six come from diverse backgrounds, a commitment to the public is something
they share in common.
"It'll be an interesting experience because It's a college town
and we'll be dealing with people
our own age," Chapman said.
'1 think I Just want to do a real
good Job and serve my community," Hanson said. "They're send-

372-8071
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Rock Hall ribbon ready to be cut
All-star concert highlights
museum's opening day
DadaHayts
The Associated Press

tom Remainders - a group of
writers who, as Barry says, play
rock 'n' roll about as well as
CLEVELAND - The Flying El- heavy metal bands write novels vises are in formation. The tents are the featured entertainment.
are up, the caterers are cooking.
Stephen King, Amy Tan, Dave
The museum opens to the pubBarry and the rest of the Rock lic Saturday morning. A benefit
Bottom Remainders are on their concert Saturday night at the adIway.
jacent Cleveland Stadium will
The Rock and Roll Hall or feature such diverse artists as
Fame and Museum ribbon is al- Johnny Cash, Bruce Springsteen
most ready to be cut Friday.
and Snoop Doggy Dogg.
"I'm anxious to see what it is,"
said Little Richard, who was inThe celebration marks a
ducted into the rock hall in 1986, 10-year struggle to make the hall
its first year. "I think its a won- a reality.
derful thing to have it because
For years, performers, init's needed. Even though rock 'n' dustry executives and critics
roll is really nothing more than have chlded rock hall organizers
rhythm and blues up-tempo, it's for making the hall an instituthe biggest trend in American tional setting, which runs
music"
counter to the music's rebellious
The festivities start with the spirit. The fact that it was In
ribbon-cutting and a gala re- Cleveland, a city that 10 years
ception Friday night for hun- ago was still the butt of national
dreds of bigwigs. The Rock Bot- jokes, didn't help.

BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
FORREST CREASON GOLF
COURSE
Student Fall Passes
Are Now Available
Charge Your Pass To Your Bursar
Account with Proper Identification

East Poe Road
Bowling Green, Ohio
(419)372-2674
Phone For Tee Times

All The Golf You Can Play

For Only $50.00

Judge
sentences
Dayton
man
The Associated Press

APPtMo

Roosevelt Norris of Cleveland puts the final touches on the Elvis Presley display on the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame In Cleveland.

Group defends prisons
Senator asks for investigation of death reports
deaths which were not reported
to lawmakers as required.
COLUMBUS - An inmate ad"This raises the question of
vocacy group defended the re- whether there are any other
cord of Ohio prisons Thursday on deaths out there that the public is
the issue of prisoner medical not being made aware of," Johncare and notification of families son said.
when an inmate dies.
"I haven't gotten any [comState Sen. Jeffrey Johnson, plaints] and I've been here for
D-Cleveland, a member of a leg- seven years," said Gary Sims,
islative committee that handles Ohio director of the Prison Felprison issues, has asked for an lowship inmate advocacy group.
Investigation into four prison The seven years include five as a
paid prison chaplain in Ohio.
Prison Fellowship has 6,000
volunteers in Ohio working with
inmates and ex-convicts. They
counsel, arrange holiday gifts for
prisoners' children and conduct
Bible study classes.
When he worked as a chaplain
at the prison and inmate reception center at Orient, Sims
said the chaplain - and in his absence the duty officer - had the
responsibility of promptly notifying a family about an inmate's
death.
"I didn't see any problems with
the way the Ohio Department of
Corrections handled that," he
said.
Three prisoners at the Ohio
Reformatory for Women in MarThe Associated Press

Another inmate, a homicide
victim, died this year at the
Trumbull Correctional Institution.
All four deaths went unreported to the Correctional Institution Inspection Committee. The
Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction requires all
Inmate deaths to be reported to
the committee.
Rep. Sam Bateman, R-Milford,
who chairs the committee, said
Wednesday that state corrections
officials "ought to be reporting
those deaths. We are going to
find out what is happening and
why."
Joe Andrews, spokesman for
the Department of Rehabilitation
and Correction, said he was unaware of any reporting problem.
"We routinely notify the committee of all deaths. I will have to
look Into thiSj" he said.
Eighty-nine Inmates died in
state prisons last year.

"An attack on a
police officer is a
very vicious
attack. It attacks
the very fabric of
our community."
Patrick Foley
Montgomery County
Common Pleas Court Judge
under restrictions from a
previous criminal conviction.
Foley ordered the maximum sentence for the
felonious assault charge.
"An attack on a police
officer is a very vicious attack. It attacks the very
fabric of our community,''
Foley said.
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Bowling Green. Ohio
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ysviile have died in the past 16
months. Family members questioned two of those deaths. They
said the inmates were denied
proper medical care.

DAYTON, Ohio - A man
accused of wounding a
policeman after shooting
him in the leg has been sentenced to 19 to S3 yean In
prison.
Mario Evans, 18, of Dayton, was sentenced
Wednesday by Montgomery County Common
Pleas Court Judge Patrick
Foley. Evans pleaded guilty
to four charges in the Jaa
29 shooting or Dayton
police officer Timothy Reboulet
Reboulet, who recovered
from the leg wound, is on
temporary assignment at
the Dayton Police Academy,
Montgomery County
Prosecutor Mathlas Heck
Jr. said the officer was
chasing Evans, who had stolen a car, on foot when he
was shot.
The first round struck
Evans in the chest and buried itself in his bulletproof
vest. A second shot struck
Reboulet In the leg.
Evans pleaded guilty to
charges of felonious assault
on a police officer with a
firearm specification, aggravated robbery, grand
theft of a vehicle and
having a weapon while
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Henry burdened
by interceptions
Christian Musi
The BC News

Falcon running back Keylan Gates cuts upfleld last night against
Louisiana Tech. Cates suffered a shoulder Injury, which kept him

It's hard to win football games
when your team turns the ball
over seven times in one game.
And nobody on the Bowling
Green football team understands
that better than quarterback
Ryan Henry.
Henry, who has broken many
team and conference records,
broke another team record last
night Henry now owns the dubious Falcon record for most
interceptions thrown by an individual in one game. Six.
That breaks the record set by
Brian McClure four times in his
career, most recently against
Ohio University In 1985.
But no one feels worse about
the outcome of the 28-21 loss to
Louisiana Tech and his Individual
performance than Henry himself.
"I really cant offer any excuses. I just wasn't on tonight,"
Henry said in the press conference following the game. A press
conference that he could have
chosen not to attend but did. "I
didnt play as well as I should
have tonight and as well as I'm
capable of and nobody's more
sorry about that than I am.
"I felt like I left the team down
tonight and we're just going to
have to bounce back."
Henry said he "feels fine", in
The BC NewtfTereu Thomai reference to his off-season back
surgery to repair a herniated
disk. That injury he played with
out or the second half and put added pressure on quarterback
in his final two games last
Ryan Henry to rally the team.

In those two games,
Henry threw five interceptions,
including three in the loss to
MAC champion Central Michigan.

BLACKNEY

HENRY

But last night, Henry was
intercepted three times while
throwing into double coverage.
The other picks were forced
passes into tight zone coverages.
Head coach Gary Blackney refused to place the blame for the
loss squarely on the shoulders of
his quarterback.

Said Blackney: "As far as I'm
concerned, Ryan Henry has won
a lot of football games for us in
the past. He's an outstanding
quarterback. He's physically and
mentally tough He's proved that
the way he played with his back
injury a year ago. He's the type
of person who's going to take [the
loss]on himself, but I'm not going
to let him."
"We're going to bounce back
and be strong again next week,"
said Henry.
And no one is looking more
forward to next week and the
University of Missouri Tigers
than Ryan Henry.

Rangers and Penguins Colts leader searches
trade top-flight players for victories this year
RobitaiUe, who had 23 goals
and 19 assists in 46 games last
season, scored 40 or more goals
In each of his first eight
NEW YORK - The New York
seasons and SO or more goals
Rangers and Pittsburgh Pengthree times.
uins, both coming off disIn 1992-93 with Los Angeles,
appointing playoffs last spring,
he set NHL records for goals
made a trade Thursday involv(63) and points (125) by a left
ing four high-profile players
wing.
that changes the makeup of
"I think adding RobitaiUe
both teams.
gives us a dynamic to the team
The Rangers acquired seventhat we were concerned with
time All-Star left wing Luc Rolast season and missing, and
bltaille and combative dethat Is a natural goalscorer,"
fenseman Ulf Samuelsson
Smith said "His goal-scoring
ability is almost unparalleled
in the league on the left side."
RobitaiUe, 29, is scheduled to
go to arbitration Sept. 17, but
he said he Is close to a deal with
the Rangers.
Samuelsson, 31, widely regarded as one of the most
hated players In the NHL for
his sometimes dirty play, had
one goal, IS assists and 113
penalty minutes in 44 games
last season. He la a restricted
free agent, meaning the Rangers have the right to match another team's offer.
"An aggravating, tough, Inyour-face defenseman, I think
Ulf Samuelsson fits that description," Rangers coach Colin Campbell said.
Samuelsson talked of facing
Lemieux, a teammate for
three-plus years who sat out
last season to recover from
AP pk«o/C«a J. Puikar back problems and Hodgkin's
Pittsburgh Penguins winger Luc RobitaiUe skates past Hartford disease.
Whalers' defenseman Chris Pronger.
'1 know where he's got the
sore back so that's exactly
where I'U be going," he said,
from the Penguins for high-s- team was hamstrung by the
laughing.
coring defenseman Sergei Zu- loss of Mario Lemieux for the
bov and underachieving center. entire season, defenseman
In Zubov, the Penguins found
PetrNedved
Larry Murphy and forwards
a premier offensive defenseKevin Stevens and Shawn
man to replace Murphy, who
"The coaching staff and my- McEachern were traded and
was traded to Toronto in the
self was committed to making defenseman Kjell Samuelsson
offseason. Zubov, 25, had 10
changes this summer to shore was not re-signed
goals and 26 assists In 38
up the team," Rangers general
"There were a lot of nega- games last season, • year after
manager Nell Smith said. 'It
tives to Mario's being out of leading the Rangers with 89
wasn't easy to trade Sergei Zuthe lineup last year but we points in their Stanley Cupbov, he's a star player in the
drew some positives out of It, winning season.
league. We just feel that the
too," Penguins general mantrade was an overwhelming
"He's the offensive deager Cralg Patrick said "We
strengthening of our lineup. ■
found we were a little old and a fenseman we've been looking
Robltaille and Samuelsson
little slow and we needed to for all along," Patrick said
are the fifth and sixth players
improve ourselves to compete "We needed an offensive dethe Rangers have acquired
at the top level We're a lot fenseman and he was definitesince being swept by the Philaly the best one available.''
delphia Flyers in the second younger and a lot faster."
Mike Flam
The Associated Press

round of the playoffs. Forwards Wayne Presley and Ray
Ferraro and defensemen Doug
' Lidster and Bruce Driver are
the others.
Samuelsson makes the
Rangers tougher on defense,
and RobitaiUe gives them scoring punch they frequently
lacked last season.
The Penguins' purge began
after they lost in five eames to
the eventual Stanley Cup
champion New Jersey Devils
in the first round. While the

t

\

Hank Lowenkron
The Associated Press

The Colts finished 8-8 last
season, failing to reach the
playoffs for the seventh consecutive year.
"I want to achieve on the team
level, being way better than
8-and-8, not just 9-and-7, going
deep into the playoffs," Faulk
said "I don't think nobody plays
this game not to go and win the
Super Bowl. Everything that I
can think about as far as setting
goals for myself, then, will be answered"
The offense Installed by new
offensive coordinator Lindy In'ante cont ributed to a 3-1 preseason mark. Faulk is eager to see
bow it produces in the regular
season.
"This is a great offense because it's bard for anybody to get
a bead on what we're doing," he
said

In opening against Cincinnati,
the former San Diego State rtar
faces the team that held him to a
season-low 28 yards on 16 carries
last year. He doesn't see the
game as a personal test against
the Bengals or defensive lineman
Dan Wilkinson, the only player
selected ahead of Faulk In last
year's draft.

INDIANAPOLIS - What does
Marshall Faulk do for an encore?
Faulk, the second pick in the
1994 draft, wasted no time justifying his selection by the Indianapolis Colts. He scored three
touchdowns and rushed for 143
yards in his NFL debut last Sep"It's a test for our offensive
tember, and by the time the
line against their defensive line.
season ended he had rushed for
If they dont get any pressure,
1,282 yards and 11 TDs and
we're going to run all over them,
caught a team-high 52 passes for
and we're going to pass the ball,"
522 yards.
Faulk said "If they get a lot of
He ended up the NFL's
pressure, then we cant run, and
offensive rookie of the year and
we can't pass."
the most valuable player in the
Pro Bowl.
Two of the Bengals' leading
With the Colts opening the
tacklers, Wilkinson and lineseason Sunday in the RCA Dome
backer Steve Tovar, could each
against Cincinnati, the 5-foot-10,
be playing Sunday with a cast on
205-pound Faulk already has his
a broken finger or hand, making
top goal for 1995 set
Faulk had 11 of his team's IS it harder to tackle Faulk.
"Just to win," he said. "As a
"I think they can be effective
team-orientated guy, I think, rushing touchdowns' and acwhat can I do to make myself counted for 1,824 of the team's out there," Bengals coach Dave
better, and that's to help the 4,413 yards from scrimmage in Simla said "Obviously, they'll
have to get more help."
1994.
team."

Cornhuskers trounce
bewildered Cowboys
The Assoclited Press
STILL WATER, Okla. - No. 2
Nebraska opened defense of Its
national championship with a
dominating performance Thursday night, getting thrcr first-half
touchdowns from Lawrence Phillips in a 64-21 victory over Oklahoma State.
Phillips, cleared Tuesday by
the NCAA to play, had 125 yards
at halftlme and finished with 153
en 12 carries as the Cornhuskers
rolled up 671 yards and beat Oklahoma State for the 22nd
straight time. They have not lost
to the Cowboys since 1961, the
only break a tie in 1973.
Tommle Frailer added two
touchdown passes and scored
once on the ground The Cornhuskers, 13-0 last year, won their
26th straight regular-season
game - the longest streak In the

country - and 18th In a row in
Big Eight play.
First-year coach Bob Simmons
saw his Cowboys, 3-7-1 In 1994,
get mauled from the outset and
lose their 19th straight conference game. Oklahoma State had 1
yard of offense In the first quarter, and five times during the
game had possessions of 5 yards
or less.
One of the few Oklahoma State
Highlights came in the second
quarter when David Thompson,
who had 128 yards en 16 carries,
broke off a 79-yard run. That set
up a 2-yard touchdown run by
Andre Richardson that made the
score 16-7.
But Phillips Immediately put a
hah to any Cowboys momentum,
going 80 yards for a score on the
first play after the ktckoff. He
added a 27-yard touchdown en
the next possession, and FraSter*s 1-yard option keeper with

59 seconds left in the half made it
36-7.
Oklahoma State's only other
touchdowns came against Cornhuskers reserves after Nebraska
had opened a 50-7 lead
Frazier, who missed much of
last season due to a blood clot in
his left leg, looked sharp. He ran
for 64 yards on 10 carries and
completed 6-of-10 passes for 120
yards. Including a 76-yard touchdown pass to Reggie Baul on the
Cornhuskers' second play of the
second half.

:

Phillips fumbled at midfield on
the Comriisknrs' first possession
but die defense made that mistake incidental by holding Oklahoma State to mlnus-15 yards fa
three plays.
Nebraska then drove 72 yards
fa 12 plays with Phillips scoring
on a 3-yard run.
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Home field not advantage
Indianapolis, Cincinnati win on the road against each other
I

•

Hank Lowenkron
The Associated Press

! INDIANAPOLIS - The home
field hasn't provided an advantage to either team when the Indianapolis Colts and Cincinnati
Bengals have lined up against
each other.
Since the Colts moved here in
1984, the teams have met 11
times. The home team has won
only once, a 20-0 preseason
triumph by Cincinnati in 1992.
The visitors have swept all six
regular-season meetings and
Cincinnati extended the domination by the visiting team, defeating Indianapolis 34-21 in the
opening preseason game this
year.
"It's a strange series, kind of
like crosstown rivals playing one
another," said offensive lineman
Bruce Kozerski, who has been
with the Bengals since the rivalry began between the cities separated by about 90 miles of interstate highway. "Ninety miles in
this business is not that far. It's a
good rivalry.
"We've played preseason and
regular season for the past two
I

years. We're starting to know
them very well and they're starting to know us very well. With
that kind of knowledge of your
opponent. It's difficult to win two
in a row."

Both teams have had trouble
winning In September, combining for a 3-12 mark In the past
two years. The Bengals, who lost
three straight exhibition games
this year after defeating Indianapolis, havent had a September
victory since 1992 and are 2-14
for the month over the past four
seasons. Indianapolis, which
closed its exhibition season with
victories over Seattle, Green Bay
and Chicago following its loss to
the Bengals, had a winning September only once since 1984, but
Is 3-4 over the past two years.
"All I can go by Is that the
three years that I've been here,
we're 2-1 In the opener, and I'd
like to keep that string going.
We've played well in the
openers,'' coach Ted Marchibroda said. "The one we lost
(24-20 by Miami), we got beat in
the last minute. I Just hope we
play as well in the opener as we
have in the past."

The Colts came through the
exhibition season without any serious Injuries, while the Bengals
sustained major ones. Injuries
already have cost the Bengals
their No. 1 draft pick, running

unsure," Kozerski said. "We settled some Issues, moved some
people around, got them back to
where they're more comfortable."
Indianapolis will be without

Cleveland wins
in extra innings
Chuck MaMn
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Albert Belle homered in extra innings for the
second straight night Thursday, hitting a two-run shot In die
10th that lifted the Cleveland Indians past the Toronto Blue Jays

04.

"It's a strange series, kind of like crosstown
rivals playing one another."
Bruce Kozerski
Bengals offensive lineman
back Ki-Jana Carter, plus wide
receiver Tim McGee and
offensive lineman Rich Braham,
for the entire season. Backup
quarterback David KJingler Is
out 8-10 weeks with a fractured
Jaw.
Both teams head into the game
with questions about their
offensive line. Cincinnati used at
least six comblnationa of players
on the offensive line during the
preseason.
"We made progress the last
week in getting better. The big
problem that we had were cadence problems, people Just being

unsigned free agent Randy
Dixon, who started 101 of the 106
games he played since he was
drafted in 1987. Eric Mahlum,
starting at right guard in his
place, had only two NFL starts as
a rookie last year. Jason Mathews, who lines up at tackle next
to Mahlum, will be making his
first NFL start after playing in 10
games as a reserve or on special
teams as a rookie in 1994.
"Those guys showed they can
play in the preseason," said
center Kirk Lowdermllk.

It marked the ninth time this year the Indians ended a home
game with a home run. Belle has done It three times.
The Indians have won a season-high eight in a row overall, improving baseball's best record to 80-35. They swept the fourgame series with the Blue Jays and are 11-0 in extra Innings.
Jim Thome drew a one-out walk from Jimmy Rogers (2-3) before Belle sent a 1-1 pitch onto the home run porch Just inside
the foul pole In left It was his 33rd homer of the year.
Jose Mesa (24)) retired all three batters he faced in the 10th,
striking out two. Cleveland starter Ken Hill lasted nine innings,
yielding four runs and 10 hits.
Trailing 4-3 entering the ninth, the Indians sent the game to
extra innings when Carlos Baerga - pinch-hitting for the first
time all season - hit a sacrifice fly off Tony Castillo.
Baerga leads the AL In hits and had started all of the Indians'
previous 114 games, but he was being rested following their
14th-inning win Wednesday night Belle won that one with a solo
drive.
Baerga's fly ball, which followed a single by Manny Ramirez
and a double by Sandy Alomar, erased the 4-3 lead the Blue Jays
had taken on an RBI single by Sandy Martinez in the seventh
Toronto starter Ed Hurtado matched a team record by throwing four wild pitches - the most by a pitcher in a game this
season - and they cost him, contributing to each of Cleveland's
first three runs.

SPECIALS TURNOVERS
Continued from page one.

touchdown drive. Martin found
Chad Mackey on a 10-yard scoring pass to knot the score again
at 14-14.
It looked like it could be an
offensive show early, as two of
the first three possessions of the
game turned into touchdowns.
Tech's Jason Armstrong took
advantage of Henry's initial
interception one minute into the
contest when he scored on a
10-yard run.
The Falcons answered that
with a 6-play, 75-yard drive culminated by a 49-yard screen pass
to Courtney Davis.
The offenses then cooled off as
they exchanged mistake for mistake for the rest of the first half.
The Falcons' third possession
started on their own four, but

CONVENIENCE MART
3 Locations- Open 24 Hrs
Bowling Green
• 996 S. Main 352-0534
• 1091 N. Main 352-2430
• 1602 E. Wooster 352-3443
Subway Located Inside
• Money Orders • Food Stamps
Can Charge Anything
"CONVENIENCE AT ITS BESV

they marched all the way down to ond half with a shoulder injury.
Jason Armstrong was the
the 13 before Henry was stripped
by Tech defensive end DeJuan game-high rusher with 132 yards
on 23 carries for the Bulldogs.
Washington.
The Bulldogs had a drive of Martin was 16-of-38 for 197
their own halted by an intercep- yards.
Eric Starks caught six passes
tion early in the second quarter
when Greg Cepek tipped a Mar- for 49 yards in his Falcon debut
tin pass at the 16-yard line and Al
LOUISIANA TECH 28
Barnett snared the ball out of
BOWLING GREEN 21
midair.
Brian McClure had the old re- Score by Quarters:
7 0 7 14 - 28
cord for individual interceptions LA. TECH
7 0 7 7 - 21
in a game. He threw five picks in B. GREEN
a game four times, the most reSCORING SUMMARY
First Quarter
cent in 198S against Ohio.
- Armstrong 10-yard run. Kent kick;
The team record for the inter- IT LT7-0
ceptions was tied. The Falcons BG - Davis 49-yard pass from Henry,
threw six interceptions against
Shoreji kick; 7-7
Third Quarter
Hawaii in 1977.
BG
- Davis 1-yard run. Schoreii kick; BG
Cates, who rushed for 57 yards
14-7
in the first half, missed the sec- LT - Mackey 10-yard pass bom Martin.
Kent kick; 14-14
Fourth Quarter
LT - Bradley 14-yard pass from Martin,
Kent kick; LT 21-14
LT - Wilson 2-yard pass from Martin,
Kent kick; LT 28-14
BG - Thompson 37-yard pass from
Henry, Schorejs kick; LT 28-21

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY IS AVAILABLE TO STUDY ABROAD
FOR SPRING 1996

TEAM STATISTICS
LT
BG
First Downs
22
24
Rushing
11
10
Passing
10
12
Penalty
1
2
Rushing Attempts
38
49
Yards Gained Rushing
201
185
Yards Lost Rushing
7
35
Net Yards Rushing
197
248
Passes Attempted
38
36
Passes Completed
16
19
Had Intercepted
1
6
Total Offensive Plays
76
85
Total Net Yards
398
391
Average Gain Per Play S.l
4.7
Penalties-Yards
8-70
4-35
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing
(BG) - Cates 15-59, Davis 17-57,
Parker 11-35. Alexander 2-11, Card 2-7.
Henry 2-(-19). (LT) Armstrong 23-123,
Thomas 13-61. Wilson 1-2, Martin l-(1)
Passing
(BG) - Henry 18-35-250-2-6, Kidwell
1 -1 -(-2HM). (LT) - Martin 16-38-197-31
Receiving
(BG) - Starks 6-49. Thompson 5-92.
Davis 3-51, Card 2-24, Rogers 1-12, Stover 1-11. Parker 1-9. (LT) Mackey 5-72.
Bradley 3-29, Figaro 2-33. Armstrong 225. Powers 1-16, Heard 1-10, Jackson 110. Wilson 1-2.

.Bit"?
Study Abroad Programs
GOME AND ENJCY
GFQJP-AND RWATE

The International Education Committee of BCSU
Invites proposals/applications from students

Twist® ifs

that wish to:study abroad in the spring of 1996.
Applications can be picked up at
Continuing Education, International and Summer Program*
(40 College Park)
and the Center tor International Programs
(1106 Offenhauer West)

For more information, call 372-0309
Deadline: October 2,199S

Appearing only
once this
month! "

:;r»:;-u««s«

THE
SMOKY
JIM
BAND

Whether it is for Public Instruction or
the University PEQ157 Class.
Riding lessons provide a life long
skill and enjoyment.

Playing the
Blues

GIVE US A CALL for further
information at:

(419) 655-2253

MM S.Main

Or See BGSU schedule of classes
mekomsbock

South Side 6 Wishes
Good Luck
\

sot in sun: <»
.11 III HI

I III l» alt I » '•» I alt I'

labor Dog €v»all UJBlcomeboch

Welcome Bock!

To the 1995 -96 Falcon Football team.

FAST & FRIENDLY Service, only at

Lessons.~

IN OUR NEW 6,000 Fr.
INDOOR FtoiNG ARENA.

If)

0

w

Welcome Back
Everyone!!!

Last Year 698 Tons Recycled

Call 372-8909 for recycling information

Mon,. Septem
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Seles settles for safety
Returning
player
wins match
6-2,6-1

Mai Robinson
The Associated Press

Stew Wllsteln
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Crouching low,
squinting In the sun, the swirling
wind tossing her curly hair, Monica Seles stood poised to pounce
on serves, then hesitated as If unsure, the familiar suddenly alien.
She pushed balls back softly
Instead of slugging them, and
when it was her turn to serve she
settled for safety rather than
power.
Against any of the top 20
players, Seles might have been
knocked out of the U.S. Open on
Thursday, her comeback Interrupted In the second round on a
day when upsets were not uncommon.
Luckily for her, she played
Erika de Lone, ranked No. 113
and playing at the Open for the
first time in four years after
taking a matus tram Harvard.
Seles beat her easily when they
played once as 17 year olds in
1991, and she beat her Just as easily again this time, 6-2,6-1.
The score aside, Seles was not
as impressive as she's been in
winning all her matches since returning to tournament play two
weeks ago. It wasn't a case of
nerves, which might have accounted for her breathlessness
Monday night In her first-round
match. She looked unusually tentative, and the only reason she
could give was the breeze.
"The only thing today that was
really bugging me was the wind
because it was swirling," she
said. 1 couldn't control the ball,
where to go, or the ball toss, or
everything."
Despite getting clobbered, de
Lone left the court unimpressed
by Seles and convinced one of the

D.C. lawyer
|
may buy Pirates

KIzhard Dnw/AP PIMU

U.S. Open second seed Monica Seles chases the ball In her match with Erica de Lone at the National
Tennis Center In New York. Seles won 6-2,6-1.
better players might beat her.
"She didn't serve particularly
well today, compared to the
match I saw her in the first
round," de Lone said. "Her second serve is pretty vulnerable. I
tried to take advantage of It, but
sometimes went for too much
and missed the returns.
1 really didn't feel like she
took complete and total charge
until 4-1 in the second set. Then
she just started hitting her first
serves a lot harder, hitting aces,
hitting winners off the second
shot. But before that, she wasn't
going for It as much as I normally see her go for It She was staying in the point and giving me
more chances than I thought I
would have. I should have taken
advantage of them a few more

times."
If Seles had been playing a
stronger, more experienced opponent, one who could hit more
than the five winners de Lone
managed, she might not have gotten away with the opportunities
she offered.
"I expected her to go for winners," de Lone said. "I expected
the points to be shorter one way
or the other. But the rallies were
long. She was hitting them deep
and hard, but she wasnt going
for those angle winners. And
down the line, she wasn't going
for the lines as early as I expected, so you are given a bit more
opportunity to go for your own
shots."
Seles showed only flashes of
the volley attack she's been

working on.
"I have been volleying so well
in practice, that I felt I am going
to try to come In a few times,"
she said. "I was just really kind
of getting tough on myself because I felt all I was doing was
just pushing back Erika's balls
and she was the one who was attacking. I felt, wow, that is not
the way I want to win or lose this
match A few times I got mad at
myself and I just went in. I just
wished I attacked more."
Some other seeded players
were not so lucky to escape.
No. 10 Lindsay Davenport lost
6-1,6-3 to Zina Garrison Jackson,
who put off plans of retirement
and decided to rededlcate herself
to the game.

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Pirates' owners, desperate to
unload the money-losing club before next season, will try to finalize a deal with prominent Washington, D.C, attorney Bart Fisher by next week.
The Pirates, currently $60 million In debt, expect to lose $20
million this season, and their 10 owners want the club sold as
quickly as possible. The team has been up for sale since August
1994.
But while the Pirates' board of directors voted Thursday to
make a counterproposal to Fisher, it chose to give him only until
Wednesday to close the deal and prove he has the sufficient
cash.
If Fisher cant meet the Pirates' deadline, Sacramento, Calif.,
newspaper hel- Kevin McClatchy will get an exclusive twoweek period to negotiate.
"I hope no one construes this as sales agreement, or something even close to a sales agreement," Pirates president Mark
Sauer said. "This is a way for us to organize a lot of work that
has to be done."
Neither Sauer nor Fisher would disclose the Pirates' asking
price, but the team accepted cable TV franchise owner John Rigas' $85.15 million offer in May. He was unable to complete the
deal.
"The negotiations are private," Fisher said.
Fisher met Thursday with Pirates executives and Mayer Tom
Murphy, who has sought stringent safeguards that would block
any effort to move the 108-year-old team.
The Pirates, one of baseball's oldest franchises, have won nine
pennants and five World Series, but have lost millions In recent
seasons despite breaking club attendance records In 1990 and
1991.
Fisher, a minor-league club owner who has long sought to relocate a club to Washington, D.C, Insists he would not move the
Pirates for now.

Voted Best Pizza!

PISDNCUO'S
Open Workdays al 4pm
203 N

Oprn.il lunch ft<

I
I Sm.
Med.
I
I

.i %

,. ,

352-Sifc

MJIII.BG

Any 2 Items:
_450
Lg

7oo
XLg._875

goo

{•tatVate-ttSta*

Add Breadsticks! Only S2 00
FREE DELIVERY • 352-5166
Noc VaM WW Any OHW OftW.
Cncago Sty» Earn

ENDS
9/30/95

WELCOME BACK!

ft n n n

University
Bookstore
n
(Conveniently located on campus)

New and Used Textbooks
•BGSU SWEATSHIRTS AND T-SHIRTS
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS
•COMPUTER SUPPLIES

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SPECIAL OPENING HOURS
8/28 Mon.
8/29 Tues
8/30 Wed.
8/31 Thurs.
9/01 Fri.

9/02 Sat.
9/05 Tues.
9/06 Wed.
9/07 Thurs.
9/08 Fri.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
9/09 Sat.

9/11 Mon.

9 a.m. - 5p.m.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Resume Regular Hours

REGULAR HOURS

CLOSED
Sun. 9/3, Mon. 9/4( labor day),
Sun. 9/10

|fl^£j

H8>|

Mon. - Thurs.
Fri.

mm^i

Phone (419)372- 2851
Book Information 372- 7783 & 372-7782
Art Supplies 372- 7784

Sat

Sun.

8am -6pm
8am -5pm
9am - 5pm
Closed

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
\
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LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS EVENTS
Attention Water Skiers
Tharewilbeawaierskimeesng
Tuesday, September Slh « 9 oopm In
Pm. 100BA.
AlkwotoolslOers are welcome I
ATTENTION AMBASSADORS
Welcome Bacxlll
Meeting Sept. 6.1995 9 00 PM
MM Alumni Cnwr
ATTENTION AMBASSADORS
BGSU students needing internships, practicums, or volunteer placemanl lor Fall 1995,
Spring or Summer 1900. ara invnad ra meal
local service agency personnel on Wednesday, Saptambar sth, from 6.00pm-7 00 pm at
Untied Christian Fellowship Cenlar, comer
Pfco 4 TnursUn Slreets. Call 352-7534.
BOOST RESUME CREDENTIALS A BECOME INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY C Volunieerlll No training necessary. Join
hundreds of former BGSU students in experiencing meaningful volunteer placements.
Meeting for volunteers to tutor and act as a
memo- to children, leach ESI (English as a
Second Language) adults reading and wridng.
or work will mentally and physically handicapped adults will be on Wednesday, SEPTEMBER 6TH, from 6:00pm-7:00pm at Urn led
Christian Fellowship Center, corner Pike A
Thurttn Slreets. Cal 352-7534.

Found: Small male Tiger cal with purple flea
cosar near corner of Prospect arid Wooster. Tb
claim call 352-63*9

SERVICES OFFERED

COLLEGIATE4 4-H
Hey everyone I Collegiate 4-H is playing volleybal at the rec Tuea. night t) 8:30. Everyone is
welcome, ao join us for Vie funl
COLLEGIATE 4-H

COLLEGIATE**
SEPTEMBER5.9PM
MILE Tl ALUMNI CENTER
Come see GARY BLACKNEY Head Coach
and PAUL FERRARO Defensive Coordinator
of the MAC favorite, BGSU Falcons, at the
1895 Beginnings'party hosted by the Undergraduate Alumni Association
The Brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha would like
to welcome everyone back to Bowing Green
and wish everyone good luck this year.
Volunteers needed. Ed. Sports. Rec. majors A
any others interested In helping people please
come ID an into, meeting Aug. 31 si or Sept. 7th
at 7pm, 303 Educ. You will learn helpful axilla
to enhance your ability to work with people who
have a disability. Credit available.

Want lo be on TV?
Want to produce your own TV show? Come to
the Campus Connection organizational meeting tonight at 8 00pm in West 121. All majors
welcome. 352-5359 w/questions.

CITY EVENTS
Attention Wargamets and Rolepfaye'S. BowlInflGraen Gaming Society Fall meetings Fndayi.222 Education Bldg 5.30 PM. Come Join
In the Fun.

tv***

SKYDIVE - YOU KNOW YOU'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO. Skydhre classes offered 10
minutes from BOSU campua. Student A
group discounts. VISA A Maatereerd eooepted. SKYDIVE 8.0.882-8200.

WOOD COUNTY HUMANE SOCETY GARAGE SALE-donationa accepted T, W. Th:
Sept 12. 13 8 14: 10-8 Grandstand, Fairgrounds. SALE DAYS F. Set 9-5, Sun. noon-S.
Sept 18.16617.

PERSONALS
90210HASNOCLUE.
Try Greek Ufe al BGSU 8 experience tie difference. For more info, cal 372-2011.
ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES

TUESDAY. SEPT.5-5T06PM

1 Female roommate needed lor 95-96 school
year. House located 1 Mock torn campus (corner of Rose 8 N. Enterprise). Own Roomll
8188 month/ plua utliltlee A gae. Call
383-2429 ask lor Mary Joor leave a message.

National Company new to Toledo
Needs sales reps., managers, and
tamers. We tram.
Call tor interview.
419-868-8380

BABYSITTER for BG home for 7 mo. ok). Part
time Weekdays Negotiable Hours. Must have
child care references. One block from campus.
Rm. and Board available. 353-9102.
Bertandore and WaHreeeee Needed
Musi be 21 to bartend. 19lo Waitress.
MuilbedependsoeiabletoworKwkndj.
No experience necessary, wil train.
Apply in person between 11 -5 at Gamers.
893 S. Mem Si

Bring Your Schedules!I

Call 352-9188.

Factory Outlet Store
Student Desks starting at S3 9 00
MMIer Woodworking Factory Outlet
Woodland Mai' 354-1814
FHEE FINANCIAL AID!
Over 18 Billon In private sector grama and
scholarships Is now available. All students ara
eligible regardless of grades, income, or parents income.
Let us help.
Can Student Financial Services:
1 800 263 6495 SXt. F55441
Huffs Used Furniture
Open from e-7:30pm • Wil Deliver
688-3251
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: SOFTBALL OFFICIALS APPLICATIONS AND
TAKE-HOME TESTS MAY BE PICKED UP IN
130 UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. THEY
MUST BE RETURNED BY SEPT. 5. MANDATORY TRAINING CLINIC IS WED., SEPT. 8,
710:30PM.
INTRAMURAL FIRST AIDERS NEEDED:
PICK UP APPLICATION IN 130 UNIV. FIELD
HOUSE AND RETURN BY SEPT. 8. QUALIFICATIONS: CURRENT STANDARD FIRST
AC OR COMMUNITY FIRST AID. CURRENT
CPR-AMERICAN RED CROSS PROFESSIONAL OR AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION LEVEL "C". REQUIRED TO COMPLETE A SHORT BLOODBORNE PATHOGEN TRAINING COURSE AT THE IM OFFICE'S EXPENSE. MANDATORY MEETING.
THURS.. SEPT. 7,6:00 PM.
Lale Night Study Lounge
F al con's Nest (In the Union)
Sun-Thurs. 11 PM-4Am
Fresh Pu-za, Subs, 8 snacks avail. • 3AM
•Meal Cards accepted until 3 AMI r

TONITE!

RUSH TKE RUSH TKE
Come check us outll
Tail Kappa tpallnn
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FAIR:
Come one. coma all to the Student Organizations Fair, Wed., Sept. 6, 1996 from
11 .ooa.m.-3.00p.m. In the Lenhart Baliroon of
the University Union. Free popcorn and sodall
Approximately 95 student organizations will be
represented. Slop by and GET sNVOLVEOII
STUDENT OftGANIZATIONS: A smiled number ol booths are still available lor the Student
Organizations Fair on Wed.. Sept. 6 from
llOOa.m -3 00pm. It your student group 11 interested In participating, please contact Deb In
tie Omce of Student Lite Q372-2643.
THE GENTLEMEN OF KAPPA SIGMA

WOULD UKE TO WELCOME EVERYONE
BACK TO THE 9848 SCHOOL YEAH.

JOSEPHINE'S

KAPPA SIGMA
AGOO0THINGI

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED lor Fall S5
and/or Spring •06 semesters Air Conditioned,
2 car garage, deck, free water 6 sewer. $1 75 *
utilities. Call 353-1246.
Female Sublease*: non- smoking
8135.00 par month.

Bartenders/Waitresses. PM shift
Varsity Lanes. 1033 S. Main St.
352-5247. ask lor Jay.

E BSCO TELEMARKETING SERVICE
WELCOME BACK STUDENTSII
1994 top 50 nstional out bound service agency
ia currently expanding its sales force. If you are
interested in earning top dollars ($8-10 par hr.).
working flexible hours (min. is hrsjwk.). receiving weekly pay A building your resume
than cal now tor an interview. 383-6862 or
come in D apply at 113 N. Main St. (across
from Junction).
FULL OR PART-TIME FOR LANDSCAPE/CONSTRUCTION. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE. LEAVE MESSAGE. 888-7868.
Full/part lime positions now open In 24 hr.
Subway Sandwich Shop is min. east of BG.
Shifts avail to fit many schedules. $&rhr. to
start Ability to work midnights a plus. Apply in
person at Subway/Fuel Mart at intersection of
Ftt.es 23.

ly. Wa have various positions available Seeking quality people who are motivated and good
in public relations. Serious inquiries only. Celt
419-865-8380.

Cashiers wanted - all shifts.
Fun working environment vrltti benefits 6 shift
differential. Apply In person al Barney's 161
1/2 S. Main St.

HELP WANTED
81AAAAI Earn 82800 A Free Spring Break
Trips! Sell 6 Tripe A Go Freel Seel Tripe A
Prices! Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica, FlorMel Spring Breek Travel! 1-60O-67K366.
81750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For Info
can 301-306-1207.

$331.00. See 72 college T-ahirts - proll
$331.00. Risk-free. Choose from 27 designs,
or design own. Free catalog 1-600-700-4922.

$33,000/YR. INCOME potential. Reading
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext F-2076
lor details.

Chikfcare needed tor 3 preschool boys In our
Perrysburg home. Position is 1 day per week,
alternating Fridays A Saturdays. Additional
weekday mornings would bs optional. Sitter
mutt have dependable car, as some transportation is required. Call (419) 874-1958

Childcare-Perrysburg. 9am-1pm during eiem.
sen. calendar. 2 children: ages 1 A 3. Nonsmoker, energetic 6 ready to have funl Com
peltivo wages. Must have car 1-874-9603.
Christian youth worker needed. 0am-12noon
Sun's. Duties include working with children 6
youth. Comrraffrnent a must! For more info contact First Christian Church 354-3980.

Commercial Graphics 6 Silk-Screening
352-5783 btvrn 9am - 4pm

Crazy Cash
Like to be trained by individuals making over
$20,000 a month. I was and earned over
$18,000
my first two months. If money excites you cal
reo.«? 419-886-0675.

•RESTUARANTDay Servers
Lunch Shifl Only
Apply© Josephines
27811 Holiday Lane
Perryoburg
Ask tor Kenny

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 plus/month working on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal 6 tul-ttmo employment avalable. No eiperience necessary.
For more information call
1-2O6-634-0468 ex1.C5S441.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Oiathe.KS 68051.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to $9,O0O-$8,0O0* par month.
Room $ Boardl Tran spoliation I Male/Female.
No experience necessary! (206)545-4155 en
A55441.

$3SJ30!VYR. INCOME potential. Reading
books. Toll Free (1) 800-696 9778 Ext R 2076
for details.

Day Care in my home
M-F AVISO
354-1976

Day Delivery Personnel
Apply 2-5 DiBenedetto's
1432 E. Wooster St

ENVIRONMENTALISTS
Citaen Action is now hiring Come work with us
on Important environmental issuee lacing Oreo.
No sales or telemarketing involved. Some college prektrred. Cat lor interview. 866-4463.

tUSNmk.

Help Wanted
All positions for Comeato Taco.

Lawn Maintenance. PT A FT. Flexible schedule. Cal 352-S822.
Local manufacturing company has need of
part-time unskilled production employees.
These jobs are mainly asembfy of amal parts.
Work 15-35 hours a week around your school
schedule. Only one block oft BGSU campus,
south of Wooster Street so you can walk or
drive. Many BGSU students work at this plant
Rate ol pay is $4.25 per hour. Coma by to
pickup an application torm. Advanced Specialty Products. Inc., 426 Clough Street, Bowl
ing Green, Ohio 43402.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal and full-time employment available
al National Parks, Forests $ WMate Preeerves. Benefits and bonusesl Call:
1-208-545-4804 ext. N55441.
Need a GREAT job? Want experience in sales,
marketing, public relations? TELEFUND ia tor
youll Coma aee what went all abouApplicaiona and job descriptions available at
Miletl Alumni Center. August 30-September 6.
Painter needed Immediaffy. Must have experience and transportation. Flexible hours and
full-time. CaH 352-4265.
Pantime - Nights. Janrtoriafdeaning.
Sylvania area business.
865-4485, ask for Dams.

■RESTAURANT

RESORT JOBS - Students Neededl
Earn to $12/hr. and tips Theme Parka, Hovsts,
Spas, and more. Destinations include Florida.
Hawaii. Colorado 6 So. California. Cal Fte-jort
Employment Services 1-206-632-01 SO e«t
R8S441.
Responsible, reliable babysitter needed lor 2
children. P/T flexible hours. 2nd shift Own
transportation. Caii419-886-1131.
Restaurant help. Pt.tme lunches $ weekend
closings. Above min. wage starting w/ 30 day
review. Apply at Subway-Perrysburg OH.
26611 Rl.25AI475or 10677 Rl 20AI75
Immediate openings!

SET YOUR OWN HOURSI
Cssey's Is Hiring
Apply at 1025N.Main.BG

"

210 N Main

FriJQy,

Sofurj

Weekend babysitter lor Fri. A Sat. nights. Cal
Pam at 352-3122.

WILD AND CRAZY
IneedBmotiveledindrviduali
to work as steam to help new company
grow. Neat appearance and leadership
qualities a must. Call 419-885-8380.

Work with animals I PT help needed. Cal Wood
County Humane Society @ 352-7339.

FOR SALE
•80 TOYOTA CORONA. 4 Dr. Wagon
110,000 mi. Runt great, wen maintained.

1979ToyotaCollra.$3».Cai13S2-5732.
1982 Chevy Malibu station wagon. Metallic
blue. 90.000 ml. New stereo, excellent condition. Cal 382-1769.
1985 Bulck Skyhawk, 2 DR. 12e K, excelent
running condition. Asking $900.372-8312.
1987MotorcyeleCBn1ooo
$2900
Call 354-0810
1992 Gary Fisher mountain bike
for sale. $300. Cal Brian

354-6070
8 ft. couch X love seat.
Southwest print. Brand new.
383-4338
Garage Sale 209 E. Evers (behind Ridge
School Playground). Thure. $ Fri. 930-6:30.
Bike, vacuum, rashes, glasses, bumper pool
table, antiques, dotting, old and new tools,
computer, cosecebles, and Iota more.
Giant-Yukon men's mountain bike. Excellent
shape. $400 new- $200 NOW! Cal 373-6063
OOVT FORECLOSED homaa lor pennies on
$l Delinquent Tax. Repot. REO's. Your Area.
Tol Free (1) 80M9B-9778 Ext. H-207B lor currenilttings.
Small Corona portable word processor with
spread sheet A data merge programs. Almost
■a) new. Great lor school, home, office. Acceseories Jnckid. $200.632-2312 after 630pm.
Stair Climber For Sale
$80
Call 352-29 IS
Twin Bed tor Sale
Excellent condition. $40
Call 354-2024

DAY WEEKEND
Commons Dining Center
closed after lunch
September 1. and will
reopen for breakfast
September 5th.
•
McDonald Dining Center

CINEMARK THEATRES
Wocdiond

MM

i234KMM*nS/-...v'3iWJ5«
MORTAL KOMBATaPG 13
12:50,3:00,5:15, 7:30, 9:40

Servers Needed
L.unch and Evenings
Above Avq. Wages *
lips
Apply al the
Commodore C<
I 14 Louisiana Ave.
Pii lyslnirci
Ask For Kenny

Toledo Country Club now looking to fere
waitsrs/waitrssses. We wil work with your
schedule. Cal Chht to sat up Interview at
419-382-3416.

Pianist needed for Sunday Services. $45.00
per week. If interested contact Pastor Jenks al
352-5101.

CINEMA $:
•Restaurant'
Servers Needed
Lunch and Eveninge
Above Avg. Wages ♦Tips
Apply @ the Commodore Cafe
l u Louisiana Ave.
Perrysburg
Ask for Kenny

SPRINO BREAK '98 - SELL TRIPS, EARN
CASH A GO FREEIM Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus repree.iiujrJvet. Lowest
rates u Jamaica, Cancun. Dayurva and PanamsatyBeaori. Cal 1^00-648-4649.

1900/oHe. 354-6189
Gymnastic Coaches - Level 2,3,4
Receptionist for Wed. from 3-9pm 6 some Sal.
Apply at Perrysburg Gymnastic. 12905 Eckel
Junction Rd.. Perrysburg. 874-9363

BILINGUALS
Internationa) Marketing Firm expanding rapid-

Call 354-3149

Howard's club|-|

n

ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCFALL

FITNESS
Local marketing company seeks 5 individuals
who ara health conscious and sunkttic. Earn up
•a
B$3400/4000Ke month
To Ml up an interview call Phillip
©419-865-8389

3534226

Female seeking responsible roommates for 3
bdrm. duplex, 35 min. from campus. Very affordapto.Cailevoninga419-622-4406ASAPII

1st

3

TUESDAY, SEPT. 8 - 6TO 6PM
OR WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 6- 5T06PM

Bring your own schadulesll
BG lemale looking lor reliable female rmte to
pay1/2of2bdrm. 11/2 bath apt. Call Denise
216-960-2220.
Female non-smoking roommate.
«250 plus »lephone.

MEANSTREAK

27511 Holiday
Lane
Perrysburg
Ask for Kenny

WANTED

ADMISSIONS OFFICE - MCFALL

Blow away your calculus problems with Hurricane Cslculue. Pick up a copy at your college
bookstore or call 1-800-393-3415.

featuring

Day Servers
Lunch Shift Only
Apply at

$3.00CVmo.

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES

KICK-OFF MEETING

Pregnant? Free Pregnancy Test
Confidential 8 Caring.
354-4673 BG. Pregnancy Center

- RESTURANT •

Areyoua
SPORTS MINDED STUOENT

KICK-OFF MEETING

NEED TO PICK UP ANOTHER CREDIT
HOUR? LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE!
SPACES STILL AVAILABLE IN BASIC
SKATING CLASSES (PEG 180 A 280). CALL
372-2264 IFOR MORE INFORMATION.

106.5 Nite

Watch MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL al Campus PoNeyes. During tile game food and drink
specials through September!
WOMENS SOCCER
Tryouts lor women's dub soccer team wil be
held 9* - 9/8 by fhe tootOeU stadium from
430-630. Any questions call Dawn 2-4092.

Welcomes Back Students

with

Wanted 100 students. Lose 8-100 lbs. New
metabolism breakthrough. Guaranteed results.
834.95 cosL 1-800-352-6446.

Beginners Ta, Chi Chtjan
Sal. afternoons beginning SapL 9 or Tues. A
Thurs. evenings. Action School ol Martial Arts.
For more Info call 418-832-0184 or
41*832-0266.

OR WEDNESDAY. SEPT. 8 - 5 TO 8 PM

COLLEOIATE4-H

Volunteers! Work with animals! FT help
needed. Call Wood County Humana Society &
352-7339.

A WALK IN TOECLOUOS • PG 13
. i:20. 3:25. 5:35, 7:tS, 9:55
DANGEROUS MINDS -R
12:55, 3:10, 5:25,7:50, 10:00
SOMETHING TO TAUC ABOUT'R
1:05,3:15,5:20,7:4a 9:50
• DESPERADO • R
1.-00,3:05, 5:10,7:20,9:30

closed after lunch
September 1, and will
reopen for breakfast
September 5th.
•
Harshman Dining Center
& Founders Keepers
Food Court open
September 1~4th.
•
Chlly'e Express open
September 1 -4th.

•VS1 •/.

rADD&

•Pool

0

"Video Games

»PingPong

•

•Pin

Galley, DownUnder,
Founders Keepers

I
I
I
I
I

■

Snack Bar, QT Express

I
I
I
I
T-WentqefMaTitg DeBllvexryl!!
1
Present this coupon at the BG Church of J
the Nazarene. Attend any lum Sunday S
mominy Seruices in September and |
receiue one free pizza I
|

Free Pizza

I
I
I
I
I 1291 Conneaut Ave. (Corner of Conneaut & Winter-garden) |
I CALL 352-2289 FOR TRANSPORTATION I
I SEE YOU SUNDRY RT 11:11 R.M.I ■

L -ft

*

and Dell closed September
1 -3rd, and will reopen
September 4th for evening
hours.

Shop IIOIVIIIOWII Mm

FOOD OPERATIONS

